The flip-or-flop boutique: Marine debris on the shores of St Brandon’s Rock, an isolated tropical atoll in the Indian Ocean
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Highlights

• Marine debris was studied on 15 islets of St. Brandon’s Rock, Indian Ocean
• Plastics made up 79% of 50 000 debris items at 0.74 items m⁻¹ shore length
• Origin of the items is most likely Southeast Asia and the Indian subcontinent
• Islets differed in the composition of debris types
• Compact fluorescent lights suggest facilitated long-range transport of mercury
• Coral islands may re-concentrate pollutants associated with debris
ABSTRACT

Isolated coral atolls are not immune from marine debris accumulation. We identified Southeast Asia, the Indian sub-continent, and the countries on the Arabian Sea as most probable source areas of 50 000 items on the shores of St. Brandon’s Rock (SBR), Indian Ocean. 79% of the debris was plastics. Flip-flops, energy drink bottles, and compact fluorescent lights (CFLs) were notable item types. The density of debris (0.74 m⁻¹ shore length) is comparable to similar islands but less than mainland sites. Intact CFLs suggests product-facilitated long-range transport of mercury. We suspect that aggregated marine debris, scavenged by the islands from currents and gyres, could re-concentrate pollutants. SBR islets accumulated debris types in different proportions suggesting that many factors act variably on different debris types. Regular cleaning of selected islets will take care of most of the accumulated debris and may improve the ecology and tourism potential. However, arrangements and logistics require more study.
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1. Introduction

The amount of waste entering the oceans on a yearly basis is immense. For example, in 2010 an estimated 4.8-12.7 million metric tons (MMT) of plastic waste entered the world’s oceans (Jambeck et al., 2015). The impact of marine debris and microplastics (< 5 mm) in particular remains subject to investigation but there are indications of negative effects on biota, mediated by both the physical and chemical characteristics and composition of plastics and microplastics (e.g. Barnes et al., 2009; Watts et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2015; Hardesty et al., 2015). The potential of impacts of marine plastic debris on human health is also attracting attention (Seltenrich, 2015).

Of the top 20 countries releasing waste into the oceans, 10 have shores on the Indian Ocean, the third largest ocean in the world. Combined, these 10 released an estimated 1.73-4.61 MMT of waste in 2010, and an increasing trend is expected (Jambeck et al., 2015). A few studies have reported on marine debris in the Indian Ocean (Barnes, 2004; Eriksen et al., 2014; Hoarau et al., 2014; Lavers et al., 2013; Ryan, 2008, 2013; Ryan et al., 2012; Sigler, 2014). There were also studies from the associated Red Sea (Abu-Hilal and Al-Najjar, 2004), the Gulf of Oman (Claereboudt, 2004), the Java Strait (Willoughby et al., 1997), and the Malacca Strait (Khairunnisa et al., 2012). Madzena and Lasiak (1997) on the Transkei coast of South Africa, Jayasiri et al. (2013) for beaches near Mumbai, Nel and Froneman, (2015) on the south east coast of South Africa, and Duhec et al. (2015) from Seychelles published the only studies we could find that quantified beached debris in the Indian Ocean proper.

The spatial distribution of beached and sunken debris is not homogenous. Factors such as size, shape, density, distance from source, dispersion from release, re-concentration in gyres, time spent at sea, encrustation, formation of biofilm, effects of wind and waves, retention ability of the beaches, separation on the beaches by wind and waves, currents, and physiography, etc. all play a role from global to very small scales (e.g. Abu-Hilal and Al-Najjar, 2004; Browne et al., 2010; Cunningham and Wilson, Duhec et al., 2015; 2003; Goldstein et al., 2013; Isobe et al., 2014; Lebreton et al., 2012; Leite et al., 2014; Poeta et al., 2014; Ryan, 2013; Titmus and Hyrenbach, 2011; Turra et al., 2014). These influences may affect debris deposition even at remote beaches, and therefore also on their management.

Globally, marine debris on coral reefs and islands has received attention (e.g. Duhec et al. 2015; Ebbesmeyer et al., 2012; Kwon et al., 2014; Miao et al., 2000; Richards and Beger, 2011). We report the number, composition, differential distribution, implications, and management options of marine debris on the shores of the islets of St. Brandon’s Rock, an isolated coral reef atoll located 400 km north of Mauritius and 1000 km east of Madagascar in the Indian Ocean (Figure 1).

2. Materials and methods

St Brandon’s Rock (SBR; -16° 23’ S, 59° 27’ E) belongs to the Republic of Mauritius, and is also known as Saint Brandon’s, St Brandon’s Island, St Brandon’s Atoll, or Cargados Carajos (Figure 1). This isolated atoll is about 56 km long and 22 km wide with a north-south orientation. Its coral reef and lagoon system consists of 15 prominent sandbars and 24 vegetated islets (Figure 1; Government of Mauritius 1986, Post et al. 1998). Currents and wind are mainly from the east (J. Merven pers. comm.). Low impact fishing and some tourism are the only economic activities on SBR, but commercial fishing does occur further out from the atoll. There were 48 people (no women or children) temporary stationed on SBR in 2010, and 41 (one women and no children) in 2014, consisting of fishermen and
staff of the National Coast Guard and Mauritius Meteorological Services. Few pleasure craft visit SBR, estimated at five per year up to 2010 (J. Merven pers. comm.).

We visited SBR on 25-30 October, 2010. Transport was with the fishing vessel La Derive (Raphaël Fishing Co. Ltd.). Due to sea state and time constraints, we restricted surveys to 15 islets and sandbars; none were inhabited. Supporting observations from an expedition in October 2014 have been added here. The shore surveys were conducted based on UNEP (Cheshire et al., 2009) protocols. We conducted beach transects of varying lengths on the shores of the islets (Table 1), recording GPS coordinates for the start and end points. We recorded and classified all debris items larger than 5 mm between the water and the strandline. Items on which the labelling was still legible were inspected and photographed to obtain product information. After return from the expedition, Google was used as search engine to obtain origin of manufacture. The counts were converted to items per metre shore length, and then multiplied with the shore length of each island. The convoluted nature of the shores and large differences in distance between strandline to water’s edge prevented calculation of the density as items per surface area, a common metric to express abundance of debris on shores. The means of the items per metre for the 15 islets were then used to extrapolate to the shore length of all islets combined. The shore lengths were obtained using GIS (Mapviewer 7.6).

We conducted seven scuba dives in October 2014 to survey corals, sea cucumbers, and fish on SBR. On three of these dives, six 50 m by 10 m wide transects were completed to survey sunken debris. On all other dives, the dive team members were instructed to report any sunken debris. The dive teams consisted of between four and six divers, four of them participated in all dives. The dives were done at different locations in the southern half of the lagoon. Combined dive time for all dives was 26.8 hours. At a site with a recent shipwreck located in a shallow lagoon, snorkelling was done around the site up to 20 m away from the wreck. Debris were noted but not counted.

Since each islet was different in shape, location, orientation, and width of shore, comparative bivariate statistics was not deemed appropriate. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMS) was used to investigate differences in compositional patterns of debris types between islets (using PC-ORD 6.2, MjM Software design). The data was relativized per islet for debris types. The distance measure was Sørensen. Four axes were allowed with 200 iterations, random starting conditions, and 50 runs of real and randomised data to determine dimensionality.

3. Results

We counted 28 948 items on the 15 islets (Table 1) over 38 km of shore length. Extrapolation to the entire shore length of SBR (66 km) predicted more than 50 000 items at a mean density of 0.76 items per metre shore length. Items ranged from very large (> 1 m) to 5 mm, the smallest size that we counted. Plastic items (from bottle caps to car seats and helmets) composed 54% of the items found, and flip-flops (a foamed plastic) contributed a further 23% (Fig. 1). Together with polyurethane foam and polystyrene, plastics of all types combined represented 79% of the debris. Product labels on the items and using Google to trace manufacturing origin of brand names revealed a preponderance of countries such a Malaysia, Sri-Lanka, Thailand, Indonesia, India, and China. Only a few European brand names were encountered, often luxury food packaging. Seven such items were encountered on Île Tortue, all in a black plastic refuse bag.

We did not encounter any sunken debris on any of the scuba dives. The only sunken debris encountered was during snorkelling around the wreckage of the fishing vessel that stranded in 2010 (after we left). There were items such as keys, a cellular phone, chains, ropes, cables, and bulkheads
in a radius of 20 m around the wreckage. None of these submerged items resembled the onshore debris we encountered in 2010. Most of the floatable items have probably already been removed by wave action during storms.

On the beaches, we noticed three item types that may be of importance. The first was the flip-flop – a vast number (11 500) was estimated for SBR. The flip-flops were of all sizes, many of them child sizes and many also clearly meant for women. The second item type was the glass bottles of the Krating Daeng energy drink that inspired Red Bull, the well-known energy drink sold globally. Krating Daeng in glass bottles is produced in Thailand and Indonesia and sold in Southeast Asia. The bottle and metal cap features two fighting wild gaurs (which is also the basis for the Red Bull logo) that makes it very recognisable. The third item type of note was compact fluorescent lights (CFLs), many of which were seen on the beaches or even buried in the sand, often intact. Unfortunately, when we started out, we did not classify CFLs separately from incandescent light bulbs in the “light bulb” category.

The NMS ordination derived three axes. Axis 1 explained 74.3% of the correlation between the ordination distances, axis 2 explained 6.7% and axis 3, 15.7%. Axes 1 and 3 contributed the most and are illustrated (Fig. 2). The final stress (according to Kruskal’s stress formula, rescaled to between 0 and 100; McCune and Grace 2002) was 4.89 (which is considered ‘very good’; McCune and Grace, 2002) with an instability of 0.0000 (no further improvement possible), reached after 73 iterations. A convex hull was drawn encompassing all lagoon islets. Albatross and Sirène, the two outer islets, ordinated outside the convex hull. The debris class vectors pointed in different directions. The foam and plastics vectors were oriented opposite to flip-flops and polystyrene. Rope and metal vectors were oriented in the second dimension, perpendicular to most other vectors.

4. Discussion

4.1. Debris composition and possible sources

The composition of the debris, particularly children’s and women’s flip-flops (23% of the total; Table 1), and the lack of any benthic debris observed in the lagoon during snorkelling and scuba diving, makes it unlikely that local sources from the few fishermen and tourists would have contributed significantly. Lagoons associated with populated centres can have benthic debris pollution as high as 234 items km\(^{-2}\) (Richards and Beger, 2011). Shoe apparel made up 13.4% of the beached debris on beaches in the Java Sea near Jakarta (Willoughby et al., 1997), near 0.4% of floating debris in the Strait of Malacca and the Bay of Bengal (Ryan, 2013), and 11% on Alphonse, 1290 km north-west of SBR.

There was a lack of characteristic brand names from Mauritius on any debris, the closest major populated centre. Together with the Krating Daeng bottles found, it is likely that most items arrived from Southeast Asia, the Indian sub-continent, and the countries on the Arabian Sea. The route the items took is possibly regulated by the Northern Equatorial Current and the North Equatorial Counter Current system that flows past these regions (Maximenko et al., 2012 from work based on Lagrangian drifters), and with its southern (westwards) component reaching SBR. Krating Deang bottles were also found at Alphonse Island, making up 74% of the glass energy dinks bottles found there (Duhec et al., 2015). It should be stressed that geographical source attribution of marine debris is very difficult. Place of manufacture need not be the same as the eventual place of release into the ocean.

The only local source may have been debris from wrecks on the reef. There is about one wreck every two years on SBR (J. Merven pers. comm.). A foreign-flagged fishing vessel stranded in 2010, and a yacht participating in the Volvo Ocean race ran aground in 2014 not far from the fishing vessel. The yacht has since been removed but a close inspection of the fishing vessel in 2014 showed that the
double hull was filled with injected polyurethane foam. Constant currents, wave action, and grinding of similar wrecks on coral probably release many small and large pieces of foam and complete blocks. One such block was found in 2010 without its source being recognised at the time.

The luxury food packaging of European origin (Dutch and German) are probably from yachts visiting or passing the islands. Foreign yachts and pleasure craft (mainly for sport fishing) have to clear customs in Mauritius first before visiting SBR, while Mauritian yachts may visit unrestricted. These vessels normally anchor near Île du Sud, where the St. Raphaël Fishing Co. takes care of waste.

Fishing gear such as floats, rope, and stranded ghost nets were also encountered (as on Alphonse Island, 2015), suggesting, like elsewhere in the world, that ship-based sources also contributes to the problems here. However, as elsewhere in the Indian Ocean, the major source of marine debris on SBR is likely to be distant land-based (80% according to Jambeck et al., 2015).

The debris density on SBR’s shores corresponds with a number of other studies that investigated remote islands (Benton, 1995; Morishige et al., 2007; Ribic et al., 2012a; Ribic et al., 2012b; see also Table 2). One regionally comparable study (Willoughby et al., 1997) conducted in the Java Sea correlated item density with distance from Jakarta, Indonesia. Using the item density observed for SBR (0.76 m⁻¹ shoreline) the relationship that Willoughby et al. (1997) present, predict that SBR would be between 7 and 10 km from the source of the debris. However, SBR is 3 350 km from the nearest potential source of the majority of the items we found, demonstrating the sink effect of small isolated island atolls in trapping and accumulating marine debris.

Comparisons with other studies show that SBR had comparable debris loadings (Table 2). Of the islands with none to few inhabitants, SBR marine debris density falls somewhere in the middle, and mainly lower than islands with many inhabitants, and generally much less compared with mainland sites. One should keep in mind that beach counts might not represent the entirety of island loadings. Beach loadings are easy and mostly pleasant to measure (especially on SBR), while rocky shores and mangrove coasts present many obstacles.

Alphonse Island has a shoreline of 5.5 km, a landing strip, and a population that can exceed 50 in the monsoon season (Duhec et al., 2015). The composition of the debris resembled that of SBR to some extent, but there were differences. At SBR, 79% of the items were plastic, contrasting somewhat with 96% at Alphonse Island. Flip-flops made up 23% of the items on SBR’s beaches, while it was less than 9% at Alphonse Island. Polystyrene made up about 7% of the items at Alphonse Island, but only 0.6% at SBR (Duhec et al., 2015). Although the other categories differed between the two studies, it is apparent that there are differences in debris between the two islands, both in shore density and in composition. The source areas though may correspond, given the apparent similarity between the item types.

We did not count debris smaller than 5 mm. Other studies suggest that this range of debris can make up a substantial amount on shores (Browne et al., 2011; Cole et al., 2011; Liebezeit and Dubaish, 2012; Hidalgo-Ruz and Thiel, 2013; Jambeck et al., 2015). Further investigation on the quantity of smaller items is therefore warranted.

4.2. Associated pollutants

It is well known that plastic debris can accumulate chemical pollutants from water and transport these over large distances (e.g. Ogata et al., 2009; Hirai et al., 2011). Since CFLs contain mercury in their switches, marine CFL debris could facilitate long-range transport of mercury. CFL waste is estimated to reach 9 300 000 000 units in 2015, containing 9 300 kg of mercury (Pant and Singh, 2014). If the CFLs can be transported intact over large distances, then mercury will be
transported with it and released when smashed on coral or shores. During cruises in the Strait of Malacca and the Bay of Bengal, floating CFLs were observed; light bulbs as an inclusive category made up 0.2% of 18,211 items observed (Ryan, 2013). Light tubes made up about 0.5% of the items on the shores of Alphonse Island (Duhec et al., 2015). Therefore, not only can organic pollutants reach remote areas via debris-facilitated transport, but also the mercury associated with products. How big or small the problem of product-facilitated transport of mercury is remains to be investigated.

Our data suggests the potential of isolated oceanic islands to act as traps or sinks of marine debris; here we term this effect as ‘island scavenging’. Morishige et al. (2007) refers to the potential of debris circulating for many years in oceanic gyres and currents to accumulate on islands. Consequently, trapping and locally releasing inherent and accumulated chemicals from debris seems likely. More debris may be scavenge by islands located near gyres or currents than islands located further away. The ‘scavenging’ effect is likely to be continuous because the gyre-trapped marine debris will have multiple opportunities of being scavenged as the gyre rotates. Such a “re-concentration” of debris-associated pollutants in excess of background levels has a parallel in the well-known global fractionation and condensation of persistent organic pollutants (POPs). This tends to accumulate POPs in the colder regions of the earth due to the chemical and physical nature of the POPs molecules (Scheringer et al., 2000; Wania and Mackay, 1996). Island scavenging can therefore be seen as a re-concentration mechanism independent of cold distillation as the molecules remain associated with debris most of the time, suggesting that tropical regions - especially coral reefs - may also suffer consequences of re-concentrated pollutants in excess of background concentrations.

4.3. Debris distribution between islets and management

As mentioned in the introduction, many factors influence the small-scale distribution of debris on shores. If our deduction of distant source areas were correct, then each islet would have a similar debris type composition as each has the same chance to capture the same debris types that comes drifting in. However, we found differential accumulation (Fig. 2). Had all shores had equal proportions of debris types, the islets would have ordained close together and the item-type vectors would be less prominent (such as for rubber and glass in Table 2) or even absent, but not markedly opposite or perpendicular. We stratified for islet sizes and location (north, central, south) and shore lengths, but no pattern emerged. The best (but not very convincing) stratification came from classifying the islands as lagoon islets or outer islets (Fig. 2). The two outer islets (Albatross and Sirène), as well as La Derive and Digier are characterised by higher proportions of wood, polystyrene, and flip-flops. Baleine, Roseate Island, and Grand Capitaine were characterised by higher proportions of polyurethane foam and plastic, while Loup Garou and Petit Raphael had higher proportions of rope and metal items. Glass and rubber had similar proportions on all islets. We can only conclude that many different factors, such as wind, local currents, beach slopes, and different debris retention ability gives each islet a particular debris composition. We will have to investigate if these patterns persist over time.

Comparisons with Alphonse Island (Duhec et al., 2015) are difficult, as Alphonse Island is a single island with a 5.5 km shoreline, while SBR is an atoll consisting of numerous islets and sand banks. However, their study focussed on two 500 m sections on the up-wind side of the island. Judging from their data, the two stretches did differ, consistent with our findings.

It should be kept in mind that SBR, as with many other small atolls, are low in elevation. Frequent storms have the ability to wash completely over the islands, as happened in November 2014. A following visit in November showed an almost complete removal of accumulated debris (J Mervin pers. comm.).
Combined, the five islets with the highest number of debris combined (ca 23 000; Table 1) had just under 50% of the debris. Regular cleaning of these islets, together with the inhabited Île du Sud and Île Raphael, would take care of most of the debris on SBR. SBR is also the most important breeding site for sea turtles in the Republic of Mauritius. Île Cocos, Puit à Eau, Albatross, Sirène, and Grand Dagorne South are the most important breeding islets in SBR (unpublished data). Cleaning these beaches may therefore have positive effects (Triessnig et al., 2012) not least from a tourism point of view.

The almost non-existent infrastructure however, makes proper waste handling in situ very difficult if not impossible. Burning is an option but not recommended as toxic pollutants such as dioxins and PCBs will be released into an otherwise (almost) pristine ecosystem. Removal by fishing vessels back to Mauritius is not an option; the holds are filled with fish and there are obvious hygiene considerations. Temporary storage in containers and regular removal to Mauritius by small cargo vessels or via frequent trips to the region by the Mauritius National Coast Guard for proper waste handling seems the best (but for the former costly) option. Recruitment studies are needed (Barnes, 2004; Smith and Markic, 2013) to determine the expected waste harvest. This will inform the local storage and loading infrastructure needed, labour requirements, as well as the frequency of removal.

5. Conclusions

Isolated coral atolls in the West Indian Ocean, as elsewhere in the world, are not immune from marine debris accumulation. Brand names on debris items suggest Southeast Asia, the Indian subcontinent, and the countries on the Arabian Sea as probable source areas of the items, carried in by the Northern Equatorial Current and North Equatorial Counter Current system. Plastic items made up 79% of the debris, with flip-flops, energy drink bottles, and CFLs as notable items types. The density of debris (0.74 m⁻¹ shore length) is comparable to similar isolated islands, but less than most mainland sites. Micro plastics also needs more attention.

Intact CFLs suggests product-facilitated transport of mercury. We also suspect that aggregated marine debris, scavenged by the islands from currents and gyres, could re-concentrate inherent and accumulated pollutants that may subsequently be released at concentrations higher than background concentrations, an aspect that needs further investigation.

Islets of the SBR atoll collected debris types in different proportions suggesting that many factors act variably on different debris types. Regular cleaning of seven islets will take care of most of the accumulated debris. Additional islets can be targeted for cleaning to protect sea turtles. However, arrangements and logistics require more study.
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Legends

Fig. 1. Map and location of St. Brandon’s Rock, as well as the proportional composition of debris types. The site of the 2010 shipwreck is indicated with a cross.

Fig. 2. Non-metric multidimensional scaling of the debris type compositions of the different islands. The convex hull encompasses the lagoon islands.

Table 1
Marine debris composition for 15 islets of St. Brandon’s Rock as on October 2010.

Table 2
Comparable data of stranded marine debris from other regions and sites.